Vile Anti-Semitic Hate Mail to MRFF Sparks Superb Commentary from Padre Steve's World
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purchase these products do so using their own free will. Military Religious

Constitution. Each working day in the morning a chaplain in both the U.S

Thomas Jefferson was violating the "premise of "Separation of Church and

music at the services (I suppose they played religious hymns). I wonder if
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of my several nephews served. All are religious men. I'm an agnostic UU.

others of like mind, or with the Chaplains and that the commanders should

White joined the White House in November 2019 in an official capacity,

White can be heard mentioning adversaries of the president before

babies in "satanic wombs," was taken out of context.

An Iraq War veteran congressman wants to protect religious dog tags after
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Company to Sell Religious Dog Tags

Last July, an online Christian jewelry store stopped selling dog tags featuring

According to the First Liberty Institute, a legal non-profit that defends

"combined with religious insignia

would allow any trademarks owned by the Department of Defense to be

later. (The Air Force dog tags are still available for purchase.)

founder

logos from appearing on any items that promote certain ideologies or

The company, Shields of Strength, didn't seem to care that using the

Trump's spiritual advisor, calls for 'satanic
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He can easily go back to ripping off naive Christians in the Jew York

Christians in the military like the jew slime monster he is.

like a real honest to God Christian man soon.

His public persona needs fixing.
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The headline immediately caught my eye:

The Trump's "Christian" Supporters

Naziism.

doubt more nationalist and members of the Trump Cult than they are

actual beliefs of the Founders who did not create a
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